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Abstract— It is observed that distinct words in a given
document have either strong or weak ability in delivering facts
(i.e., the objective sense) or expressing opinions (i.e., the subjective
sense) depending on the topics they associate with. Motivated
by the intuitive assumption that different words have varying
degree of discriminative power in delivering the objective sense
or the subjective sense with respect to their assigned topics, a
model named as identified objective–subjective latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) (iosLDA) is proposed in this paper. In the
iosLDA model, the simple Pólya urn model adopted in traditional
topic models is modified by incorporating it with a probabilistic
generative process, in which the novel “Bag-of-DiscriminativeWords” (BoDW) representation for the documents is obtained;
each document has two different BoDW representations with
regard to objective and subjective senses, respectively, which
are employed in the joint objective and subjective classification
instead of the traditional Bag-of-Topics representation. The
experiments reported on documents and images demonstrate
that: 1) the BoDW representation is more predictive than the
traditional ones; 2) iosLDA boosts the performance of topic
modeling via the joint discovery of latent topics and the different
objective and subjective power hidden in every word; and
3) iosLDA has lower computational complexity than supervised
LDA, especially under an increasing number of topics.
Index Terms— Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), latent
variable model, supervised learning, topic modeling.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HERE is a growing demand of automatical analysis on
the multimodal data (e.g., electronic documents, images,
audio and video data, and so on) that can be easily found
and obtained from the Internet. So far, various machine learning algorithms have been employed in accessing, retrieving,
clustering, and summarizing the data. Among them, topic
models [1] are more and more popular due to their ability to
efficiently discover the latent structure embedded over a group
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of documents and provide low-dimensional representation for
large-scale data. The earliest topic model is probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (pLSA) [2] that evolves from LSA [3].
As a latent variable model [4], it is the first to capture
the hidden semantics (i.e., the topics) conveyed by different
words during the modeling of documents. In pLSA, documents are projected into a low-dimensional topic space by
assigning each word with a latent topic, where each topic
is usually represented as a multinomial distribution over a
fixed vocabulary. While various extensions of pLSA have
been proposed in recent years [5]–[7], the most famous and
successful one among them remains to be latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [8]. The LDA model inherits the notion
of pLSA, but it employs a generative process on the topic
proportion of each document and models the whole corpus via
a hierarchical Bayesian framework [9]. In fact, pLSA turns out
to be a special case of LDA with a uniform Dirichlet prior
in a maximum a posteri ori model [10], while LDA has a
better ability of modeling large-scale documents for its welldefined a pri ori . In the past decade, topic models, especially
the LDA model, have been intensively studied [11]–[13] and
widely applied for many different tasks [14]–[18].
As an unsupervised model, the original LDA model is
built based on the “Bag-of-Words” (BoW) representation,
where the documents are treated as unordered collections
of words, disregarding any linguistic structures embedded
in them. The BoW representation and the LDA framework
have also been applied for image clustering after the lowlevel visual features of given images are extracted as the
visual words. In spite of the convenience in modeling and
computation, this traditional approach brings about, however,
the latent representation learned by LDA has been criticized
for several deficiencies [19], and it is often found not to be so
strongly predictive [20]. As a matter of fact, the unsupervised
manner employed in LDA unfortunately loses sight of the
nature of various discriminative tasks, such as classification
and regression, and thus provides no guarantee on the effectiveness of the learned representation. On the other side, it
is often easy to obtain some useful auxiliary information [21]
(e.g., the category labels or the ratings provided by the authors)
along with the input documents in many practical applications.
Therefore, much effort has been devoted to leveraging such
auxiliary information and developing supervised extensions
of the traditional LDA model in order to generate latent
representation that is more predictive for the discriminative
tasks [4]. In supervised topic models, such as supervised LDA
(sLDA) [22], multiclass sLDA [23], and τ LDA [24], each
label attached to its corresponding document is modeled as the
response variable predicted based on the latent representation
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of the document that generated during the process of topic
modeling.
So far, most supervised extensions of LDA utilize the
Bag-of-Topics (BoT) representation of one document for the
prediction of its corresponding label, in which the proportion
of topics (instead of the word proportion in BoW) in the
document is considered to be the predictive feature. That is,
any two of the various words in the vocabulary are equal once
they are assigned with the same topic. However, it is intuitive
that distinct words in a given document have either strong
or weak ability in delivering facts (i.e., the objective sense)
or expressing opinions (i.e., the subjective sense) depending
on their assigned topics [25], [26], which endows them with
varying degree of discriminative power in terms of objective
and subjective senses.
Three examples are presented here to illustrate this
assumption.
1) Given an article from the newspaper, the word “plant”
in the topic “nuclear crisis” highly tends to indicate
one particular object (a nuclear plant), and is, therefore,
strongly predictive in the objective (category) classification of the article. On the contrary, when this word is
assigned with the topic “landscape,” it probably refers to
the whole scene and is, therefore, weak in the objective
sense.
2) Compare the aforementioned word “plant” with another
word “reactor” after assigning both of them with the
topic “nuclear crisis.” They are both strongly discriminative in the objective sense, while the word “reactor”
is more powerful than the word “plant,” since the latter
is also likely to remark plants growing near the nuclear
reactors.
3) Given one word “bug” from a bunch of documents,
it apparently remarks one object (one kind of insects)
when assigned with the topic “order Hemiptera,” while
the same word under the topic “software” probably
conveys a negative opinion in sentimental identification.
Thus, it becomes imperative to first deliberately characterize
the different objectively or subjectively discriminative power
of the words in the documents with respect to their involved
topics, and then benefit from such identification in constructing
a more predictive representation of each document. As a
result, a supervised approach named as identified objective–
subjective LDA (iosLDA) is proposed in this paper that
extends the basic framework of multiclass sLDA in many
aspects. In the iosLDA model, the simple Pólya urn (SPU)
model followed by traditional topic models is modified by
incorporating it with a probabilistic generative process to
obtain the novel “Bag-of-Discriminative-Words” (BoDW) representation for the documents. Each document has two BoDW
representations with regard to objective and subjective senses,
respectively, which are then employed in the joint objective
and subjective classification. The BoDW representation and
the whole procedure of the iosLDA model are shown in Fig. 1
as well as the traditional methods. The iosLDA possesses the
attractive ability of naturally tapping into the different powers
of various words in delivering either an objective or a subjec-

tive sense in one given document, while it jointly imposes the
auxiliary information in terms of both objective and subjective
senses to boost the performance of latent representation (i.e.,
topic modeling). Results of several experiments demonstrate
that BoDW is more predictive for discriminative tasks than
the traditional BoW and BoT representation employed in the
current methods.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The sLDA [22] model is a natural supervised extension
of the traditional LDA model. Inheriting the hierarchical
Bayesian structure that adopted in traditional LDA, sLDA is
capable to properly handle labeled documents by adding to
the model a response variable associated with each document.
As mentioned before, sLDA jointly models the documents
and the responses, and then, the responses are predicted by
the latent topics discovered in their corresponding documents
(i.e., BoT). The sLDA is initially proposed for documents with
unconstrained real-valued labels, where the response value is
produced from a normal linear model. However, sLDA theoretically accommodates various types of response (e.g., real
or discrete values, nonnegative values, multiclass labels, and
so on) when cooperated by a generalized linear model [27],
which makes it easily extended for many kinds of discriminative tasks. The multiclass sLDA model is implemented in [23]
for analyzing images in different categories. To simultaneously
model the visual words in images and the textual words
annotated for each image while performing classification, the
authors further proposed multiclass sLDA with annotation that
combines corresponding LDA [14] and softmax regression
in a joint framework. In such an approach, both the visual
and textual words are latent variables while some of them
share the same topic, based on which the aforementioned BoT
representation is generated for prediction. As another famous
variant of sLDA, τ LDA [24] aims to stride across the language
gap between documents with different technicalities (e.g., a
news report and its related journal article). In the τ LDA model,
each word is assigned with a binary selector to determine
whether it is a technical word. All the assigned selectors in
one document form the latent representation, based on which
the document technicality is predicted via a cosine regression
model.
While the traditional sLDA model (including its multiclass
variant) is capable for almost any kinds of discriminative tasks,
such as classification and regression, it lacks the ability to
perform both objective and subjective identification of given
data at the same time. Several approaches, therefore, have been
proposed to discover both topics (i.e., the objective sense)
and sentiments (i.e., the subjective sense) in a collaborative
manner. For instance, Mei et al. [25] propose an approach to
model the mixture of topics and sentiments in weblogs, named
as topic-sentiment mixture. Multigrain LDA [28] is built later
that aims to extract and aggregate specific sentimental words
related to different topics. The joint sentiment-topic (JST)
model and its reparameterized version (reversed JST) [29]
are designed to explicitly identify the sentimental polarities
expressed by words in documents, and is capable for mining
the content of different sentiments in terms of one given topic.
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Fig. 1. Intuitive illustration of three document representations, namely, the BoW model, the BoT model, and the BoDW model proposed in this paper.
Different shapes indicate distinct words, while different colors indicate different topics. The shapes marked with letter “O” indicate that these words have
the discriminative power to deliver the objective sense, and those with letter “S” tend to convey the subjective sense. For simplicity, there are in total three
words and two topics in this document, while the frequency of the words with discriminative power in the objective or the subjective sense is multiplied by
four in the corresponding BoDW representation as a toy example. The document representation in terms of BoDW is particularly appropriate for discriminant
analysis (e.g., document classification or sentiment identification) owing to its nature of disentangling the discriminative words with respect to their topics. In
contrast, in the BoW and BoT representation, all of the words are equally employed to the classification tasks no matter how discriminative or trivial these
words are with respect to their assigned topics (best viewed in color).

All these aforementioned methods conduct an unsupervised
manner in discovering the latent sentiments as well as the
topics, and represent the documents via BoT or its equivalent
(i.e., the representation constituted by the proportion of latent
variables). Thus, they are not as predictive as the traditional
sLDA model in the discriminative tasks.
The Pólya urn model [30] is a type of statistical model that
treats objects under analysis as colored balls and their groups
or containers as urns. In the perspective of topic modeling,
an individual word in the given document can be treated
as a ball of a certain color indicating its uniqueness in the
vocabulary, while each topic is seen as an urn. The word
distribution in terms of different topics is the equivalent to
the color proportion of balls in the corresponding urns. The
original LDA model adopts the SPU model that when a ball
in one certain color (i.e., one word) is drawn from an urn (i.e.,
its assigned topic), it is observed and then put back into the
urn with an additional ball of the same color (i.e., the same
word). The SPU model endows traditional LDA with a selfreinforcing property known as “the rich get richer.” Instead of
the SPU model, the generalized Pólya urn (GPU) model [31]
is later introduced into topic modeling in order to incorporate
the corpus-specific word co-occurrence information. The GPU
model goes a step further that after a ball with certain color
(i.e., one word) in an urn (i.e., its assigned topic) is drawn; not
only two balls with the same color, but also some balls with
other colors (i.e., some related words) are put back to the urn
together. The interaction of balls with different colors can be

configured by predefined rules or a pri ori knowledge [32].
In this paper, the employed Pólya urn model is modified based
on the SPU model that the number of balls to put back after
being observed is drawn by a certain kind of probabilistic
distribution, which is a brand new attempt to the best of our
knowledge.
Other than topic modeling, there are several kinds of
approaches reported to have the ability in discovering and
identifying the semantic information hidden in enormous
numbers of documents and images. For instance, nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) is another popular dimensionreduction method that widely applied to image processing and
pattern recognition for its nonnegative constraints that allow
only additive combinations and lead to naturally sparse and
parts-based representations, while it deals with large-scale data
sets in high efficiency with an online algorithm employed [33].
NMF essentially gives similar results of reduction as LDA,
except for the specific assignment of topics to each word,
while the results are not necessarily normalized [34].
Besides, some of the works in neural network also demonstrate
their effectiveness in topic modeling [35]–[37]. As a matter
of fact, such neural network models are either directed or
undirected latent variable models as well as the Bayesian
models, such as LDA, and the hidden layer in their model
is commonly treated as the “topics.” While the neural models find out the most representative words in each topic
according to the largest weights connected to the hidden
layer, they lack the ability to discover the significance of
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS U SED IN THE iosLDA M ODEL

the topics in different documents, which may suggest that
they are incomplete topic models. Finally, compared with
all the aforementioned approaches, LDA and its variants
can easily incorporate various kinds of prior knowledge in
their model due to the Bayesian techniques they adopt, and
avoid several kinds of drawbacks, such as the dependence
on initialization, overfitting, and noise-level underestimation
problems [38].
III. i OS LDA M ODEL
A. Formulation
Table I gives out the notations used in this paper. Assume
that there are in total D documents in the data set. The
dth document has Nd words, while all the distinct words
in the whole data set form a vocabulary of size V . Each
document has exactly one objective label (e.g., the mainly
mentioned book or movie) and one subjective label (e.g.,
the delivered positive or negative sentiment, or some much
more fine-grained categories). The whole data set, therefore,
contains O different objective labels and S distinct subjective
ones, respectively. In addition, we assume that the number
of total topics hidden in the data set (i.e., K ) is a pri ori
specified and fixed, while it can be determined during model
selection [39] in practice. As in the traditional LDA and
sLDA model, topic proportion θ in terms of each document is
repeatedly drawn from its K -dimensional Dirichlet a pri ori
with parameter α, while the topic assignment z of each word
is conditioned on θ . The word proportion φ specific to the
topics is smoothed by endowing it with a symmetric a pri ori ,
i.e., the V -dimensional Dirichlet distribution with parameter β,
and every word is then sampled according to φz , where z is
its topic assignment.
After all the topic assignments z are determined, traditional
supervised models [22], [23] directly utilize them to form the

BoT representation of the documents, and learn the parameters
of the linear or softmax regression model under the assumption
that the label of each document is drawn conditioned on
the BoT representation. In contrast, iosLDA assumes that
different words have their intrinsic different powers in delivering the objective or the subjective sense with respect to
their assigned topics. Therefore, iosLDA modifies the SPU
model, which is the original sampling process of words given
their topic assignments: when a ball with one certain color
(i.e., one word) is drawn from its urn (i.e., the assigned
topic), the number of balls with the identical color to put
back is determined conditioned on a probabilistic distribution
specific to the urn and the color of the ball itself. That is,
different words will have various impact scalers with respect
to their assigned topics, that one word may be treated as
two or three similar words, while another word is ignored
if its corresponding scaler is zero. It is worth noting that
the probabilistic distribution in the modified model can be
any discrete one: the Poisson distribution, the multinomial
distribution, or even a fixed nonnegative integer (employed
as a toy example in Fig. 1). In the iosLDA model, the
impact scalers in terms of objective and subjective senses both
range from [0, L], and are conditioned on the multinomial
distribution with parameters λ O and λ S , respectively. Each
of the two distribution has Dirichlet a pri ori , namely, γ O
and γ S . Each word is multiplied by its objective impact scaler
in the calculation of word frequency to constitute the BoDW
representation of the given documents in terms of objective
identification, and so do the subjective impact scalers work
with their corresponding words.
Denoting Dirichlet and mutinomial distribution as “Dir”
and “Multi,” respectively, the whole generative process of the
iosLDA model can be described as follows.
1) For each topic k, draw word proportion φk ∼ Dir(β).
2) For each topic k and word w, the following holds.
O ∼ Multi(γ O ) for values of
a) Draw possibility λk,w
the impact scalers in terms of objective sense.
S
∼ Multi(γ S ) for values of
b) Draw possibility λk,w
the impact scalers in terms of subjective sense.
3) For each document d, the following holds.
a) Draw topic proportion θd ∼ Dir(α).
b) Sample each topic assignment z d,i ∼ Mult(θd ).
c) Sample each word wd,i ∼ Mult(φzd,i ).
d) Sample each objective impact scaler


O
∼ Mult λzOd,i ,wd,i .
x d,i
e) Sample each subjective impact scaler


S
∼ Mult λzSd,i ,wd,i .
x d,i
f) Draw the objective label ydO that
p



ydO

=

o|wd , xdO , η O




 T
exp ηoO wdO
= 
 OT O
O
i=1 exp ηi w d

where
wdO =

Nd
1 
O
wd,i x d,i
.
Nd
i=1
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λ O , and λ S are integrated out first and the assignments z, x O ,
and x S are then iteratively sampled. Denoting {w, z, x O , x S ,
y O , y S } as  and {α, β, γ O , γ S , η O , η S } as , the rules for
updating the assignments in the Markov chain can be derived
as follows:
p(z d,i = k|−zd,i ,
 O
p x d,i
= l|−x O ,
d,i

 S
p x d,i
= l|−x S ,
d,i

Fig. 2.
Graphical model representation of (a) multiclass sLDA and
(b) iosLDA proposed in this paper. The central plates from outer to inner,
respectively, represent the documents and the words in each document.
The black round dots are the hyper parameters. The shaded nodes indicate
observations, while the others represent the latent variables in the model.
Besides, the black rectangles in (b) represent the modified Pólya urn model,
in which the power (i.e., the frequency) of different words will be magnified
or reduced by their specific impact scalers.

g) Draw the subjective label ydS that
p



ydS

=

s|wd , xdS , η S



 T 
exp ηsS wdS
=
 ST S
S
i=1 exp ηi w d

where
w dS

Nd
1 
S
=
wd,i x d,i
.
Nd
i=1

The graphical model representation of the proposed iosLDA
is shown in Fig. 2(a), which is compared with multiclass
sLDA in Fig. 2(b). Both of the two model are illustrated
with the notations in Table I, except that the single label
(either objective or subjective) attached to each document is
modeled as a distinct value c in multiclass sLDA, c ∈ [1, C],
and multiclass sLDA predicts the labels based on a softmax
regression of parameter η.
B. Training Process
An EM strategy is conducted to train the iosLDA model,
which consists of posterior inference and parameter estimation. The posterior inference aims to obtain the conditional
distribution of the latent variables {θ , φ, λ O , λ S , z, x O , x S }
given the observations {w, y O , y S }. This is an intractable
problem for most of topic models [8]; therefore, some approximate methods are often taken as substitutes, among which
variational inference [8], Gibbs sampling [39], and expectation
propagation [40] are the popular ones. As in the iosLDA
model, the collapsed Gibbs sampling is conducted in the
E-step of the training process, where all the proportion θ , φ,

βw + n k,wd,i
(1)
) ∝ (αk + n d,k ) V d,i
v=1 (βv + n k,v )
O
γlO + n k,w

d,i ,l
∝ L
O
γ
+
n
k,wd,i
j =0 j
  Nd O

O
exp
i=1 η y O ,wd,i wd,i x d,i
d
× O
  Nd

O
O
exp
o=1
i=1 ηo,wd,i wd,i x d,i
(2)
S
γlS + n k,w

d,i ,l
∝ L
S
j =0 γ j + n k,wd,i

  Nd S
S
exp
i=1 η y S ,wd,i wd,i x d,i
d
× S
.
  Nd
S
S
exp
s=1
i=1 ηs,wd,i wd,i x d,i
(3)

Here, n d,k denotes the number of words in the dth document
assigned with the kth topic, while n k,v denotes the times that
O
S
and n k,v,l
distinct word v occurring in the kth topic. n k,v,l
represent the number of the word v assigned with the kth
topic and impact selectors of value l in terms of objective and
subjective senses, respectively, where l ∈ [0, L]. (·) is the
+∞
Gamma function that (x) = 0 t x−1 e−t dt.
The full derivations of the sampling rules above are presented in the Appendix. It is worth noting that though the
generative process of iosLDA is much more sophisticated than
the traditional models, the topics are sampled as simply as
those in the original LDA model (and more conveniently than
sLDA), which endows it with high efficiency in calculation.
In the M-step of the training process, parameters η O and
S
η are estimated via minimizing their corresponding softmax
cost functions. Denoting 1(·) as the indicator function that
1(true statement) = 1, 1(false statement) = 0, the {c, v}
elements of their derivative matrices are taken as
D L
O
1  l=0 n d,v,l
−
D
Nd
d=1
⎡
⎤

  Nd O
O
η
w
x
exp

 O
d,i
i=1 l,wd,i
d,i
× ⎣1 yd = l −  O
  Nd
 ⎦ (4)
O
O
o=1 exp
i=1 ηo,wd,i wd,i x d,i
and
D
1 
−
D
d=1
⎡

× ⎣1

L
l=0

S
n d,v,l

Nd


ydS



=l −

  Nd



⎤

S
S
i=1 ηl,wd,i wd,i x d,i
⎦
  Nd
S
S
S
exp
η
w
x
d,i
s,w
s=1
i=1
d,i
d,i

exp

(5)

respectively, a gradient descent process can efficiently and
effectively accomplish the parameter estimation.
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TABLE II

C. Prediction
After properly trained, the proposed iosLDA is able to
predict both the objective and subjective labels of documents that are unseen before. The prediction process is equal
to calculating the expectation of response { y O , y S } given
{φ, λ O , λ S }. In practice, we first run collapsed Gibbs sampling
on the unseen documents, and then take


(6)
E ydO = max p ydO = o −y O , , φ, λ O
o

and

d



E ydS = max p ydS = s −y S , , φ, λ S
s

S TATISTICS OF D ATA S ETS

d

(7)

for the dth document. Here, the probability of y O and y S is
as the same as in the generative process.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Data Sets
Data sets of two modalities (i.e., textual and visual data) are
conducted in our experimental comparisons.
1) Document Data Set: The Multidomain Sentiment Data
Set1 is employed, which consists of a large number
of reviews about products (objective sense) as well as
their sentimental ratings (subjective sense) from Amazon.com. English stop words and words occurring fewer
than ten times are removed during the preprocess, which
generates a vocabulary that is more effective.
2) Image Data Sets: Two data sets, namely, the Flickr
Data Set and the Twitter Data Set, are utilized for
evaluation. They are both proposed in [41]. The images
in Flickr Data Set are labeled by adjective–noun pairs
(ANP) (e.g., “sad man” or “happy family”), where the
adjective words are treated as the subjective descriptions
of the images and the noun words indicate their objective
senses. To make the data set more balanced, we use
the queries belonging to 24 ANPs to retrieve images
from the Internet. As for the Twitter Data Set, the
hashtags of images are taken as objective labels and
those images have been manually labeled as one of the
sentimental senses (i.e., positive, negative, or neutral).
On both of these data sets, the SIFT descriptors are
extracted as local features on each image, and then,
respectively, obtained a collection of 1000 visual words
as the codebook.
More detailed description of all the data sets can be found
in Table II. In the experiments, half of the documents and
images are chosen as the training data, while others are
employed for testing.
B. Comparative Approaches
Seven state-of-the-art methods, which are all discriminative
extensions of topic models, are involved in the experiments.
They are compared with three iosLDA-based models, two of
which are the variants of the complete iosLDA that proposed
in this paper.
1 http://www.cs.jhu.edu/∼mdredze/datasets/sentiment/

1) BoW + Support Vector Machine (SVM): This is one of
the traditional approaches to classify the documents, in
which the SVM is learned for classification based on the
BoW representation of the given documents.
2) BoW + LR: Another traditional method for discriminative tasks that similar to BoW+SVM, while logistic
regression is employed here instead of SVM.
3) LDA + SVM: LDA is originally an unsupervised model,
while the BoT representation it generates on given data
can be imposed by discriminative methods as the features for prediction. LDA+SVM is a two-step approach
that LDA obtains BoT representation on both training
and test sets, and an SVM model is then learned and
utilized for classification.
4) LDA + LR: The framework of LDA+LR is exactly the
same to LDA+SVM, except that logistic regression is
employed here instead of the SVM model.
5) BoW + LDA + SVM: In this approach, both the traditional BoW representation and the BoT representation
generated by the original LDA model are employed,
which are combined as the feature of the given data.
Based on them, an SVM model is learned for classification.
6) BoW + LDA + LR: The framework of this method
is exactly the same to BoW+LDA+SVM, except that
logistic regression is employed here instead of the SVM
model.
7) sLDA: The multiclass version of sLDA [23] is employed,
which is capable to jointly perform topic modeling and
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document classification. In the experiments, it takes
either the objective or the subjective label of given
documents as the response value, and predict the label
on testing data after it converges on the training set.
8) iosLDA-Single: In iosLDA, words have different powers, respectively, in delivering objective and subjective
senses. In order to validate that the identification of
objective and subjective power is attractive and effective
for different discriminant tasks, a variant of iosLDA
denoted as iosLDA-single is evaluated, in which the
objective and the subjective powers of each word are not
differentiated, and the two impact scalers of one word
are added up to be the total scaler of the word.
9) iosLDA-Binary: Another derived variant of iosLDA aiming to examine the effectiveness of discovering different
degrees of discriminative power. In iosLDA-binary, all
the impact scalers that are either objective or subjective
have only two possible values: 0 and 1. Thus, all the
discriminative words have the equal power, while the
trivial words are simply ignored.
10) iosLDA-Complete: In the following part of this
paper, the complete model of iosLDA that combines iosLDA-single and iosLDA-binary is denoted as
iosLDA-complete.
The Gaussian kernel is adopted in the implemented SVM
algorithm. As the result of model selection, the number of
topics is set to be 20, and the hyper parameters are configured that α = 0.01 and β = 0.1 for all the approaches;
particularly, for the three models based on iosLDA, the a
pri ori of impact scaler proportion is fixed that γ O = 0.8 and
γ S = 0.5, while the maximum value of the scalers L is set
to be ten for simplicity. Initially, all the topic assignments are
generated randomly, while the impact scalers (except for those
in iosLDA-binary) are sampled from a Gaussian distribution
with parameters μ = 5 and σ 2 = (5/3), and then adjusted
to the nearest integer in [0, 10]. All the results reported in
comparisons are the average performance of each model after
ten repeated random experiments.
C. Object and Sentiment Classification
The performance of different approaches is first evaluated
by objective and subjective classifications. Five metrics are utilized for the comparisons, i.e., accuracy, microaveraged Area
Under Curve (AUC), macroaveraged AUC, microaveraged F1,
and macro-averaged F1. It is worth noting that AUC has the
ability to depict the tradeoff between true-positive and falsenegative results in classification [42] and, therefore, is a good
supplement to other metrics, such as accuracy and the F1
score.
Tables III and IV, respectively, report the performance of
classification in terms of objective and subjective senses on all
the data sets, including their means and standard deviations.
It is worth noting that the iosLDA model and its variants
have the ability to simultaneously predict object labels and
sentiment labels, while other methods have to complete them
separately. The best result in each metric is shown in bold. It is
observed that methods with logistic regression obtain the worst
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results, since logistic regression is fit for binary classification
tasks, but not so capable in the multiclass identification;
multiclass sLDA performs better than logistic regression but
falls behind with SVM, which probably due to the fact that
SVM is an extremely discriminative method, but the softmax
regression embedded in the model of multiclass sLDA is
less predictive. All the aforementioned methods employ BoW
or BoT representation to learn a classifier, while iosLDAsingle, iosLDA-binary, and iosLDA-complete adopt the BoDW
representation and outperform the traditional methods in terms
of almost every metric on the three data sets. Taking a closer
look at the performance of iosLDA and its two variants, it
is also observed that iosLDA-binary achieves better performance than iosLDA-single to some extent, demonstrating the
necessity of, respectively, discovering discriminative power
of different words in delivering the objective and subjective
senses. Meanwhile, the complete version of the iosLDA model
has the best performance among all the approaches, which
indicates that it is more effective to model the various degree
of the discriminative power (i.e., the impact factors) than a
simple binary assumption on it.
D. Generalization Ability
The perplexity on testing data is commonly exploited in
measuring the generalization ability of topic models; generally, a lower perplexity indicates a better generalization
ability [8], which suggests higher performance in topic modeling. The perplexity obtained over all the three data sets by
LDA, multiclass sLDA, iosLDA-binary, and iosLDA-complete
is shown in Fig. 3, where the performance of iosLDA-single is
omitted, since it is extremely close to iosLDA-complete. It is
observed that multiclass sLDA gains a higher perplexity than
the original LDA in most cases, for sLDA aims to find the
best representation over topics of the documents for classification rather than the generalization of unseen documents. In
contrast, the iosLDA model (as well as its simplified variant),
though having the similar mechanism to sLDA in generating
the low-dimensional representation in a supervised manner,
still obtains the lowest perplexity regardless of the number of
topics. This may owe to the joint modeling of latent topics
and the auxiliary information in terms of both objective and
subjective senses, while the discovery of the discriminative
and trivial words partially eliminates the compromise between
topic modeling and the prediction of the response values.
E. Computational Efficiency
When the dimension of the latent representation (i.e., the
best number of topics) required by the hidden structure
of given data increases, traditional methods using the BoT
representation for discriminative tasks suffer from the rise
of computational complexity. Fig. 4 gives out the performance in terms of the runningtime of traditional multiclass
sLDA for a single experiment on different data sets, which
is compared with iosLDA-binary and iosLDA-complete proposed in this paper. Here, the performance of iosLDA-single
is omitted for that it is theoretically identical to the one
of iosLDA-complete. As a joint model for topic modeling
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TABLE III
C OMPARISONS OF O BJECT C LASSIFICATION

TABLE IV
C OMPARISONS OF S ENTIMENT I DENTIFICATION

and document classification, iosLDA also proved to be more
efficient than the traditional methods, such as sLDA. With
the increase of the number of topics, the time consumption
of sLDA grows in a linear manner, while it takes far less
extra seconds for iosLDA to complete its computation. It is
because, though having more latent variables in its model, the
sampling of topics in iosLDA is actually identical to the standard LDA [as mentioned in the derivation of (1)], while the
sampling of impact factors (4) and (5) is also efficient enough.
As for sLDA, each probable topic assignment in a document will change the topic proportions employed to generate
the response values (i.e., the object or sentiment labels),

making the sampling process much more complex than
iosLDA.
F. Discovery of Discriminative Words in Documents
We demonstrated before that different words in a given
document have their varying degree of power to describe the
facts (i.e., the objective senses) or convey the personal opinions
(i.e., the subjective senses) contained in this document, and
that iosLDA is capable to discern such discriminative power
of the words under a specified topic. Thus, it is necessary and
interesting to observe how our approach discover and measure
the discrimination hidden in the textual words. In Table V,
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of perplexity obtained by different models on (a) Multidomain Sentiment Data Set, (b) Flickr Data Set, and (c) Twitter Data Set.
The vertical axis is the perplexity and the horizontal axis is the number of topics. Note that the perplexity obtained by iosLDA-single on these data sets is
omitted for its high similarity to the one of iosLDA-complete.

Fig. 4. Performance in terms of the running-time of the traditional sLDA model compared with iosLDA-binary and iosLDA-complete for a single experiment
on (a) Multidomain Sentiment Data Set, (b) Flickr Data Set, and (c) Twitter Data Set. The vertical axis is the elapsed time in seconds and the horizontal axis
is the number of topics.
TABLE V
O BJECTIVELY D ISCRIMINATIVE W ORDS IN T ERMS OF E ACH T OPIC

the most discriminative words in delivering the objective
sense under four topics (i.e., “book,” “movie,” “camera,” and
“mobile phone,” which are automatically mined and manually
named) in the document data set (i.e., Multidomain Sentiment Data Set) are presented, while those with the greatest
discrimination in terms of the subjective sense are shown
in Table VI. The objectively and subjectively powerful words
are listed in the descending order in terms of their corresponding discrimination, where the discrimination of one given word
v under the topic k in terms of objective or subjective sense
is evaluated as
disc(k, w) =

L

l · n k,v,l
l=0

n k,v

.

powerful words delivering an objective sense are nouns,
whereas those subjectively discriminative words are mainly
adjectives; however, several important nouns (e.g., “anything,”
“fan,” and “problem”) actively take part in the identification
of subjective senses, and vice versa (“interesting,” “funny,”
“smart,” and so on), for the product reviewers tend to use these
words in the description of a particular object or sentiment. In
the second place, while the objectively powerful words have
relatively higher discrimination (note that the maximum of
discriminative power is ten with regard to the settings of the
experiments), words that carrying subjective senses commonly
have discrimination that are more moderately (for five would
be the theoretical mean and the border line between discriminative and trivial words), while iosLDA still mines out words
that are very useful in sentiment classification (e.g., “love,”
“beautiful,” and “expensive”). Finally, it is observed that some
words bear the objectively or subjective discriminative power
across various topics (like “power” and “card” in terms of
objective sense, or “well,” “price,” and “beautiful” in terms
of subjective sense), indicating the similarities between their
corresponding topics; meanwhile, some words are discovered
to be discriminative in terms of both objective and subjective
senses (e.g., “character,” “photos,” and “funny”), suggesting
that they not only describe a specific object, but also capable to
be the indicators of the sentiments. These conclusions are reasonably in accord with human intuition, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of iosLDA to some degree.

(8)

Here, n k,v,l denotes the number of word v under topic k that
has an objectively or subjectively discriminative power l.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the results in
experiments. First, as observed in Tables V and VI, many

G. Localization of Objective and Sentimental Regions
It is quite a natural ability for human beings to disentangle
a discriminative subset of sensory information from their
surrounding visual field before interpreting a complex scene,
which is often named as “focus of attention” or “visual
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Fig. 5.

Accuracy of detected discriminative visual words in terms of either objective or subjective sense on the training/testing set, respectively.

TABLE VI
S UBJECTIVELY D ISCRIMINATIVE W ORDS IN T ERMS OF E ACH T OPIC

attention” [43]. Various models have been proposed to mimic
such attractive characteristic of human eyes in order to acquire
relevant stimuli from images that may contain complex and
even obscure scenes. However, given one image, traditional
“focus of attention” or “visual attention” is incapable of
detecting objective regions (usually objects) and visual effects
(usually emotions and sentiments) [44], [45]. The iosLDA
model proposed in this paper has the inherent ability to locate
both objective and sentimental regions in one given image. If
the visual words that represents one region in the given image
is identified as strongly objective (in practice, this equals to
that the objective impact scaler of this word is larger than five),
this region is detected to be a descriptor of the dominant object
(e.g., “face” or “car”) in the image. On the other hand, the
regions consisting of visual words that are strongly subjective
will be identified as a region that mainly describes the overall
sentiment (e.g., “sad” or “surprise”).

In order to validate the underlying ability of iosLDA, each
image in the Flickr Data Set is manually labeled with two
kinds of regions (i.e., objective region and sentimental region),
and every identified region is marked by a square bounding
box. The iosLDA is conducted over images from both training
set and testing set, and the detected discriminative regions are
compared with the ground truth. The detected discriminative
visual words in terms of either objective or subjective sense
are examined to see whether they are in the bounding boxes
provided by the ground truth. Fig. 5 gives out the detection
accuracy of discriminatively objective or subjective visual
words in terms of different ANPs on both training and testing
sets. In order to visually illustrate the detected object regions
and sentimental regions, we mark circles having discriminative
visual words to be the centers and radius of 25 pixels as
objective or sentimental regions, and then compare them with
the ground truth. Some comparisons are given in Fig. 6.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a supervised topic model named as iosLDA
is proposed to discover the words that either discriminative
or trivial in delivering an objective or a subjective sense with
respect to their assigned topics. To achieve this goal, first, the
SPU model adopted in traditional topic models is modified
by incorporating it with a probabilistic generative process,
making it possible to obtain the novel BoDW representation
for the documents; after that, each document is defined to have
two different BoDW representations with regard to objective
and subjective senses, respectively, which are employed in
the joint objective and subjective classification instead of the
traditional BoT representation. Results of various experiments
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Fig. 6. Illustration of detected objective and sentimental regions by iosLDA. Columns from left to right are the ANPs, the original images, the ground truth
of objective regions, the detected objective regions, the ground truth of sentimental regions, and the detected sentimental regions. The four rows on the top
are generated during training, while the others are results from the testing set (best viewed in color).

indicate that: 1) the BoDW representation is more predictive
than the traditional ones; 2) iosLDA boosts the performance
of topic modeling via the joint discovery of latent topics and

the different objective and subjective power hidden in every
word; and 3) iosLDA has lower computational complexity than
sLDA, especially under an increasing number of topics.
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A PPENDIX
D ERIVATIONS IN P OSTERIOR I NFERENCE
The full derivations of 1–3 are given in this section. First,
the joint distribution of iosLDA can be written as
p(| ) = p(z|α) p(w|z, β)
× p(x O |γ O , z, w) p(x S |γ S , z, w)
× p( y O |η O , w, x O ) p( y S |η S , w, x S )

(9)

while the six terms in the right-hand side of (9) can be further
expanded that
p(z|α)
=
=


p(z|θ ) p(θ |α)dθ
D

d=1

 K
K

k=1

αk

 K

(αk )

k=1

(αk + n d,k )

k=1

 K

k=1 (αk



(10a)
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+ n d,k )
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=
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=
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Then, it is able to derive rules for updating the Markov
chain. First, with other variables fixed, a specific topic assignment z d,i is sampled following the derivation that:
p(z d,i = k|−zd,i ,

)

p(| )

p(−{zd,i ,wd,i } | ) p(wd,i | ) zKd,i =1 p(wd,i |β, z d,i )
p(| )
∝
.
(11)
p(−{zd,i ,wd,i } | )

=

While the topic assignments z are determined, the rules
for generating the impact scalers can be obtained from
O , we
similar derivations. To sample the specific scaler x d,i
have

 O
= l|−x O ,
p x d,i
d,i



p(x O |γ O , z, w)
∝  O
 p ydO |η O , x O , w
O
p x−{d,i} |γ , z −{d,i} w−{d,i}

  Nd O
O
O
exp
γlO + n k,w
i=1 η y O ,wd,i wd,i x d,i
d,i ,l
d
∝ L

  Nd
O
O
O
O
j =0 γ j + n k,wd,i
o=1 exp
i=1 ηo,wd,i wd,i x d,i
(13)
S follows a similar rule.
where l ∈ [0, L]. The generation of x d,i
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